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Common Universal, Interchangeable, Joint for Structure Assembly On-Orbit 

 
Overview 
NASA requested an innovative design for a joint-mechanism that interfaced panels, 
and aided in quick assembly. These panels would be assembled in space by 
astronauts with some robotic assistance to build a large assembly platform. This 
platform would allow large assemblies and structures to be built in space. Therefore, 
the joint-mechanism between panels would need to achieve high system-level 
stiffness and have a quick-connection feature for ease of assembly.  
 

Objectives 
The team’s objectives include the design of a joint-mechanism that achieved 450 [lbf] (2000 [N]) 
preload, 105 [lbf/in] (2x107 [N/m]) system level stiffness, and featured passive connectivity. 
Furthermore, the join-mechanism would remain under 5 [lbf] (22 [N]) in weight. 
 

Approach 
 The team visited the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, and worked with the sponsor to 

determine all necessary requirements. 

 The team used extensive concept generation and brainstorming to come up with ideas.  

 The team utilized a TRIZ matrix to come up with the idea of using the material, NiTiNOL. 

 The team came up with preliminary designs for the mechanism, and created CAD files using 
SolidWorks 3D modeling software. 

 The team used SolidWorks to conduct finite element analysis of the panels and joint-mechanism to 
determine the system-level stiffness, and optimize the design. 

 The team then began fabricating the prototype model, which included two panels, along with the 
joint-mechanism to interface the two panels.  

 Upon completion of fabrication, the team tested the prototype for axial stiffness by the means of a 
deflection test. 

 NiTiNOL was tested separately to determine its characteristics. The material never behaved as 
expected, and was the limiting factor in this project.  

 The axial deflection test confirmed the FEA results, and that the design would meet the stiffness 
specifications. Bending stiffness was never tested since the NiTiNOL couldn’t be stretched as 
planned. 

 

Outcomes 
The end-product of this project establishes a strong 
base for further capstone iterations in the coming 
semesters. An innovative method for connecting 
panels and obtaining preload was developed, which 
will save astronauts time in space. Furthermore, 
NiTiNOL has not been used in this sort of application to 
date, and this project successfully established a basis 
for further development. With refined testing of the 
NiTiNOL material, PSU and NASA will have great 
success in the future in developing an assembly 
platform in-orbit.  


